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Korean Economic Outlook

Our Korean Economic Outlook is the first of six country reports in Open 
Market – Asia, a monthly review of regional macroeconomic themes.  

Korean data trend has been a touch better recently

• Leading indicators are pointing to a marginal turn higher

• Inventory-related data presents some reason for caution

• Production and survey data have been indeterminate

Bank of Korea has been upbeat in its assessment 

• BOK sees activity returning to trend, despite downside risks

• BOK sees private sector job growth as fairly steady

Korea is vulnerable to China downside risks

• Nearly 25% of all Korean exports are to China

• Exporter sentiment provides an early gauge of China trend

© 2012 Iron Harbor Capital Management. All rights reserved.
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Iron Harbor Open Market

Open Market – Asia

In our previous Open Market monthly analyses, our economic outlook

included the three major global regions (the Americas, Europe, and Asia)

and constituent countries, in one single document. We have decided to

change the format of our monthly and produce three separate documents

each focusing on a single region. We believe this will allow for greater depth

of analysis and increased clarity. The second change we are making is to

circulate each regional or country report as it is written and later consolidate

all the reports into one document. This will allow for more timely analysis.

In Open Market–Asia, we will focus initially on six economies: China, Japan,

Korea, India, Australia, and New Zealand. Our outlook for each of these

major economies encompasses analysis of key opportunities and risks in both

currency and sovereign debt markets and interest rate derivative products.

We believe that our compact but full-breadth analysis will provide investors

with key insights into the macroeconomic elements that will impact global

investment trends over time.

Gravelle Pierre, CFA
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Outlook: Though small, Korea is an important economy to watch given its

role as a leading exporter and key competitor and trading partner in the

Asian economy sphere. Its economy is heavily dependent on trade which

makes Korea very sensitive to global economic trends. We are particularly

interested in Korea as another read on China, which is the principal driver of

Asian growth. We also take note of the relative fortune of Korea particularly

in comparison to Japan, as the two are close economic competitors in high

tech and heavy industry. Korea is also highly exposed to demand from the

US in its key industries, including autos and electronics. Demand from Europe

and emerging markets play a role in these industries as well. Finally, we keep

in mind Korea’s fundamentally unique economic governance model relative

to the large Chinese and Japanese economies.

Our review of the Korean economy reveals a recent uptick in production

and trade numbers, but it is still too early to have any meaningful conviction

regarding the near-term direction of activity in either Korea or in the larger

region.

Economic Data: OECD CLI data

indicates a feeble turn higher in

activity. Of the six equally weighted

CLI components, only the Kospi

Index has shown any meaningfully

positive contribution as of January,

the time of the last report. Since

January, the index has been flat. As

a cross-check, we consult the

leading indicator index published by

the Korea National Statistical Office,

which is broader than the OECD CLI. It shows similarly marginal improvements

with nothing really firm on which to grab.

Index Value

Source: OECD, Korea National Statistical Office

Is this the turn? Index Value
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Two components of the CLI that together present a less optimistic outlook,

however, are related to inventories. The inventory circulation indicator,

which measures year-on-year changes in shipments less inventories, has

trended lower for twelve consecutive months and is now accelerating lower.

This suggests that the inventory build in manufactured goods is not wholly

related to optimism among manufacturers for future demand.

A review of the March data set, including survey data, yields the same

ambiguous forecast of neither imminent slow-down nor take-off. On one

hand, production numbers have been steady while capacity utilization and

shipments have both ticked higher. PMI survey data has also shown recent

modest improvement off of relatively low levels. On the other hand, net

exports account for half of GDP growth in Korea, and we expect external

sector demand to weigh heavily on activity, given a reasonably slow global

recovery. Year-on-year exports have been trending generally weaker

despite big swings in the monthly numbers.

Index Value

Source:  Bank of Korea
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A closer look at Korean exports reveals that China, Europe, the US, and

Japan account for half of total external demand. Given the tenor of

activity growth in these geographies, it should come as no surprise that

exports have collapsed. Korea manufacturers have made significant

progress in expanding the export base, notably among fast-growing

Southeast Asian countries such that fully 50% of Korea trade now derives from

the developing world. Still, it will be some time before the volumes are

significant enough to fully offset its reliance on primary markets.

Korean exports to China have been relatively flat for the trailing 4-5 months.

While these exports are heavily weighted to some key electronics products

from relatively few companies, they are an important read on the Chinese

consumer. Export growth is a measure of Chinese consumer confidence, as

well as a read on the general pace of internal economic activity in China.

We would normally expect such discretionary purchases to generally

outpace overall Chinese GDP growth, so this is a worrying sign about that

economy.

Source:  Bank of Korea

…mirrors the global trend.

Source: Bank of Korea

The ‘China effect’ in reverse…
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Figure 1. Korean Data is Mediocre 

Manufacturing growth moderating but at still 

at healthy levels…

…at the same time that capacity utilization 

and shipments have edged higher.

Year-on-year export growth is reason for 

caution… …as is survey data.

Source: Korea National Statistical Office
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Monetary Policy: The Bank of Korea has been relatively upbeat in their

outlook despite revising its 2012 outlook lower. The key points of the mid-April

2012 Outlook are as follows:

1. GDP was revised lower to 3.5% from 3.7% in December; downside risks

predominate.

2. Domestic demand is expected to be firm with strong gains in employment; the

Bank revised higher by 25% its employment estimate.

3. Export growth is expected to slow due to cooling of world trade growth.

4. Inflation expectations were adjusted downward to 3.2% from 3.3%; risks perceived

as evenly balanced.

Overall, the BOK anticipates that economic activity will gradually return to

trend while noting the existence of ongoing downside risks. The Bank’s

emphasis on underlying strength of domestic demand and the perception of

inflation risks as evenly balanced indicates that it is comfortably neutral in its

rate outlook.

Median survey expectations for Korean rates as published by Bloomberg

indicate a 25bp rate hike to 3.50% in 2Q13.

What to Watch: The Korean economy is very closely linked to China. Since

2004, China has been Korea’s single largest trade partner. At present, nearly

a quarter of all Korean exports are destined for mainland China.

Furthermore, analysis by the Korean Institute for Industrial Economics and

Trade (KIET) shows that 54% of Korea’s total economic growth from 1Q08 to

1Q10 was due to this China effect. Expectations for further growth from

China are obviously much greater than those for Europe, US, and Japan,

though 2012 import forecasts for the latter two are also fairly strong.

For these reasons, Korean indicators can provide a needed additional

perspective into Chinese activity. On this basis, we might also expect a

broad correlation between Chinese and Korean asset market valuations,

especially in light of restrictions and uncertainties related to Chinese assets.

Korean Economic Outlook
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We continue to believe that notable downside risk exists for Chinese activity.

Our review of Korean data, however, concludes that the risks have not

filtered through in a meaningful way. Still, we worry about a China slowdown

showing up very quickly in Korea

data. Meanwhile, machinery and

construction orders received, as well

as equipment investment data,

have shown steady improvement for

the past several months. We are

keeping a close eye on survey data

that gauges exporter sentiment and

new orders. Both of these indicators

have shown some recent signs of

life, again off of low levels. Looking

ahead, we expect that these two indicators will be among the first signals of

sub-8% growth in China. A China free trade agreement, however, which will

be subject to much political debate within the coming year, could be a

notable positive in the Korean outlook.

Beyond economic data, we are also monitoring geopolitical issues that

could influence regional activity. In recent national elections, the Korean

conservative ruling party retained barely over 50% majority. It is a small vote

of confidence for the government, which will not have seats up for grabs for

another four years. The presidential election is now eight months off.

North Korea recently reminded the world of its influence on perceived risk in

South Korean investments. Nevertheless, North Korea’s demonstration of the

poor state of its scientific and military capabilities through its failed rocket test

may be a source of comfort to Korea investors. Furthermore, that new leader

Kim Jong Un admitted the launch failure and seems to be more engaged

with the public than his father, perhaps suggests a shift to more transparent

and honest governance from North Korea.

Korean Economic Outlook
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